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Abstract
A kinetic data structure for the maintenance of a multidimensional range search tree is introduced. This structure is
used as a building block to obtain kinetic data structures for
two classical geometric proximity problems in arbitrary dimensions: the rst structure maintains the closest pair of a
set of continuously moving points, and is provably ecient.
The second structure maintains a spanning tree of the moving points whose cost remains within some prescribed factor
of the minimum spanning tree.

tions to/from the set of points. It is not immediately obvious
how to use these classical algorithms to maintain the closest
pair and the MST as the points move continuously. In this
paper we present algorithms which explicitly take advantage
of the continuity or coherence in the motion of the points
to gain eciency. These new algorithms are kinetic | they
are instances of kinetic data structures (KDSs for short), as
introduced by Basch, Guibas, and Hershberger BGH97].
In the kinetic setting, a set of objects is assumed to be
continuously changing, or moving. Each object follows a
posted ight plan, but a plan which can change at any moment through a ight plan update. A kinetic data structure
maintains a conguration function of interest (in our case
this will be the closest pair or the MST) by watching for critical events as the objects move. These events correspond to
the times at which certain elementary conditions, called certicates, switch from being true to being false (an example
might be `points A and B are closer than points C and D').
At any one time, the conjunction of all the certicates being
watched over by the kinetic data structure proves the combinatorial correctness of its output (for example, A and B are
the closest pair). When a certicate fails, the proof structure needs to be modied and the combinatorial description
of the conguration function may need to be updated (because now C and D may be the closest pair). A good kinetic
data structure will take advantage of the continuity of the
object motion to select certicate structures which are easy
to update at these critical events a structure satisfying this
condition is called responsive. Other desiderata for a kinetic
data structure are (1) that it be ecient, meaning that the
number of events it processes is not much greater than the
number of combinatorial changes in the conguration function itself, (2) that it be compact, so that the number of
active certicates at any one time is roughly linear in the
complexity of the moving objects, (3) that it be local, so
that a ight plan update for any one object aects only a
small number of certicates. A kinetic structure which is
responsive, ecient, compact, and local is worst-case nearly
optimal for the problem at hand. For precise denitions of
these concepts the reader is referred to BGH97].
The results of this paper are based on kinetizing (i.e.,
maintaining under continuous point motion) a certain type
of multidimensional range search tree (MDRS tree) Meh84]
used to query the value of some specied function on subsets
of the points BS80]. We apply this MDRS tree to obtain
kinetic data structures for the closest pair among n moving
points in Rd , the closest pair among a collection of n moving
balls, and approximate and exact MSTs for n moving points.
Though the structures we propose are fully on-line and work

1 Introduction
The goal of this paper is to address a number of proximityd problems for points and balls moving continuously in
R . Examples of such problems are the maintenance of the
closest pair and the minimum spanning tree (MST) of the
moving objects. In the dynamic simulation of virtual environments, collision detection between the moving objects
is frequently important. Complex bodies can be approximated by bounding spheres and knowledge of the closest
pair of these spheres at all times can be used to limit where
a more elaborate collision-checking algorithm is invoked. In
other applications, where the moving objects need to stay in
constant communication with each other, the MST might be
a desirable way of maintaining a set of point-to-point links
among the objects. These are just some examples of the
many proximity problems that can be posed for a system of
moving bodies | problems which are interesting from both
the theoretical and the practical points of view.
Both the closest pair and the MST problems have been
extensively studied for sets of points in arbitrary dimensions. It would take us too far aeld to survey the known
results. What is surprising is that most of these are not
directly applicable to the setting of objects moving continuously. Extant algorithms are either static, i.e. work for a
xed set of points, or dynamic, i.e. allow insertions and dele-
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a constant number k of hyperplanes passing through the
origin. The set of ranges are the subsets of S induced by
all possible translations of this cone. We denote by Cp the
model cone with apex translated at p. For each hyperplane
delimiting the model cone, we dene an associated range
ordering on S as the ordering of the projections of the points
on the normal to this hyperplane.
For a static set S and a weight function f , repeated median partitioning along the range orderings can be used to recursively construct a multidimensional range search (MDRS)
tree T storing the elements of S with the following properties Meh84]:
The tree T can be built in time O(n logk n) it has size
O(n logk;1 n) and depth O(log n).
Each node  in T , stores f (T ), where T , called the
span of  is the set of all the elements in the subtree
rooted at node  .
Each element appears at most O(logk;1 n) times in
the tree.
For each conical range C , there
exists a set of O(logk n)
S
nodes NC such that S \C = 2NC T , where the union
is disjoint. Furthermore,
this set of nodes can be found
in time O(logk n).
Therefore, for any query range C , f (C ) can be computed
in two steps: rst nd the set NC of O(logk n) nodes whose
spans are disjoint and whose union is S \ C . Then compute

for arbitrary motions, the bounds we give assume that the
motions of the points are algebraic of xed degree, or that
they satisfy certain Davenport-Schinzel type conditions.
In BGH97] an ecient, compact, responsive and local
kinetic data structure is given for the closest pair in R2 .
Another event-based algorithm for detecting the collision of
moving balls was proposed in KGS]. For arbitrary dimensions the performance of the algorithms given in this paper
is nearly optimal as a function of n (the number of points or
balls), but not of d (the dimension | the `hidden' constant
in our bounds is 22d ). A major open problem is to nd kinetic algorithms for proximity problems which do not have
this exponential dependence on the dimension.
Section 2 presents our kinetic MDRS tree and shows that
it is ecient, compact, responsive, and local, a result which
is of independent interest.d Section 3 gives a kinetic algorithm for closest pair in R under the Euclidean metric |
via a structure which is also ecient, compact, local, and responsive. Our method is based on a certain packing lemma,
and extends to moving balls under the assumption that the
ratio of the radii of any two balls involved is bounded by a
constant. Our results for the MST are not as good. In Section 4 we give a kinetic data structure which maintains the
exact MST of the moving points under certain polyhedral
metrics (for example, L1 or L1 ). For the L2 metric we can
only maintain a tree which is a (1 + ) approximation to the
real MST. All of our KDSs for the the MST are compact,
local, and responsive, but they are not ecient (in the strict
KDS sense).
2 Kinetized Multidimensional Range Search Tree
In this section, we study in the kinetic setting the classic
range searching problem when the ranges are determined by
a xed set of directions. This version of the range searching
problem has received extensive treatment in the literature
both in the static and in the dynamic case Meh84, Mul94].
We focus here on a specic version of this problem that will
be well suited for the applications to the closest pair and the
MST.
In the generic range searching problem, a set S of n
points of Rd is given, together with a (generally innite) set
of ranges which are certain restricted regions of Rd  these
ranges dene subsets of S of interest. Each point of S is
assigned a weight from a commutative semigroup, and the
semigroup operation allows us to compute the weight of any
subset of S induced by a range. The problem then is to compute a data structure T on S that allows us to nd eciently
the weight of any query range.
If each point in the set is assigned a weight from a linearly ordered set, the semigroup setting is general enough
to dene, for instance, a \min-weight" function such that
the min-weight of any range is the list of the ` elements of
smallest weight in that range. In this case, the semigroup
operation, which simply merges two sets of size at most `
each and keeps only the ` smallest elements, takes time (`),
and this factor multiplies all queries and update operations.
For the purpose of this paper, we now focus on a specic
version of the range searching problem. It is easily seen that
the kinetization described below can be applied to many
variants on this kind of range search tree.

f (C ) =

X

2NC

f (T ) 

where the  is to be understood as the generalized semigroup operation to ank arbitrary number of values. The query
time is thus O(tf log n), where tf is the time complexity of
the semigroup operation associated with f .
In the dynamic setting, we allow the following operations:
deletion of a point,
insertion of a point, and
change of a point weight (this can be viewed as deleting
a point and then reinserting it with a new weight)
By relaxing the equal-sized partitioning in the recursive
denition of T to a balanced partitioning and using a careful
rotation scheme, the above structure can be maintained and
queried within O(tf logk n) worst case time per operation
WL85]. Another way to dynamize T is to do some local
and global rebuilding after every kfew operations, which gives
an amortized bound of O(tf log n) per operation Meh84,
Ove83], or to use randomized search trees AS89] and obtain
the same bounds in expectation.
2.2 Kinetizing the tree T
We now assume that we are given a set S of points whose
positions and weights are continuous functions of time we
wish to maintain their MDRS tree T as time goes on. We
also assume that the semigroup operation depends only on
the ordering of the weights. This will be the case in our
applications, where the weight of a point will be taken to

2.1 A Special Range Searching Problem
Our restricted range searching problem is as follows. We
are given a model innite polyhedral cone C0 delimited by
2

be its inner product with a specic vector, and the semigroup operation will be the min, or some generalized min,
as mentioned above.
A kinetic version of the MDRS tree T is easy to obtain,
because the structure of T depends only on the relative order of the elements of S along the given directions. The
kinetized structure consists of:
A dynamic multidimensional search tree T .
A set of k + 1 kinetic sorted lists, one for each of the k
range orderings and one for the weight ordering. For
each sorted list, the kinetic certicates are comparisons
between every two adjacent elements in it.
A global event queue Q, to be used for storing the
kinetic structure events in our case these correspond
simply to the times when two adjacent elements in a
sorted list exchange their ordering.
There are two types of events which may cause the multidimensional tree to change: one is an exchange in some
range ordering among two elements of S and the other is an
exchange in their weight ordering. Both types of events can
be easily handled by performing a deletion and a re-insertion
of the points involved in the event, using the dynamic capabilities of T . In addition, we update the kinetic sorted list
involved by exchanging the two elements and rescheduling
the events for the newly adjacent pairs in the list | so there
are at most 3 events to reschedule. The correctness of this
data structure is ensured by the continuity of motion because, for continuously moving points, the sorted lists and
all our range and weight orderings can only change when
two adjacent points swap order.
Theorem 1 The kinetized multidimensional range search
tree on n moving points with continuously changing weights
is local, compact,
and responsive. It can be maintained at a
cost of O(logk n) per event.
If the points follow algebraic trajectories of xed degree,
and the weight function is also algebraic
of xed degree, the
total number of events will be O(n2 ). It is not hard to see
that2the number of changes the MDRS tree will undergo is
(n ) in the worst case. Hence, this kinetization is ecient.
Note that all range events are external (they change the
MDRS structure), but some weight events may not be.

(1,1) orthant
q
c

C
p

Figure 1: Partitioning of corner
3.1 A Packing Lemma
The key observation on the closest pair is that, if we project
certain subsets of the points onto certain well-chosen lines
and, for each point, we keep a certain number of its nearest
neighbors along each of these lines, then the closest pair
must be damong the pairs thus considered.
In R , each vector in an orthogonal basis has an associated normal dhyperplane. These d hyperplanes divide
the
space into 2 cones, called orthants. Formally, if  =
p1 ("1  : : :  "d ) with "i 2 f;1 1g (a diagonal vector), we ded
ne the -orthant to be:
orth = f(q1  : : :  qd ) 2 Rd j 8i "i qi  0g :
We also dene the -ordinate of a point p to be the inner
product of p with .
For a point p 2 S and a diagonal vector , we say that the
2d ; 1 points of S \ orth (p) that have smallest -ordinates
are the -candidate points of p, and we denote this set by
cand (p). We say that a pair of points (p q) is a -candidate
pair if both q 2 cand (p) and p 2 cand; (q), and we say that
that it is a candidate pair if it is a -candidate pair for some
.
Lemma 2 For any nite set S  Rd , the closest pair in S
must be a candidate pair.
Furthermore, each point p 2 S
can be part of at most 22d candidate pairs.
Proof. Let (p q) be the closest pair of S , and say that q is
in the -orthant of p for some diagonal vector  (Figure 1).
Let c be the projection of q on the line parallel to  passing through p. The region C dened by the hyperplanes of
the cone and the hyperplane
orthogonal to  passing through
c can be covered by 2d ; 1 interior-disjoint hypercubes. If q
is not a candidate point of p in the -orthant, there must be
at least 2d points (including p itself) lying in C . Therefore,
there must be two points lying within the same hypercube,
which implies that their distance is less than d(p c) and
therefore less than d(p q), contradicting the hypothesis that
(p q) is the closest pair. By the same argument, p must also
be a candidate point of q. Thus (p q) is a candidate pair.
Furthermore, for each point p, there are at most 22dd candidates in each orthant. Hence, there are at most 2 pairs
in total involving p.
2

3 Maintaining the Closest Pair of Moving Points
We now show how a combination of instances of the kinetic
MDRS tree can be used to maintain the closest pair (in the
L2 sense) of a set S of moving points in Rd . We take each of
the 2d orthants in Rd as a model cone for which we maintain
an MDRS tree on the set of points, with a weight for each
point that is the projection on the `diagonal' of this orthant
(the line through the origin in the orthant making equal angles with the axes). Such `quadrant-tilings' have also been
previously used for dynamic closest-pair algorithms Smi92].
What is surprising here is that our rank functions, which
are all based on ordering the points along certain xed directions, can be used to nd an exact (not approximate) L2
closest pair. As usual, what helps us is a certain packing
lemma.

3

for all candidate points r of p whether p became a
candidate
point of r. In total, this can be done within
O(22d logd n) time. Note that a ; event happens at
the same time that takes care of the ;-orthant in the
same way.
By the above algorithm, we have shown how to maintain
the candidate pairs. We just need to build a kinetic tournament on the distances between each candidate pair of points
BGH97]. Note that the number of all the candidate pairs
which can ever appear is at most O(n2 ). At any time, there
is at most a linear number of candidate pairs. The following
lemma follows from the results in BGH97].
Lemma 4 If each point follows a degree s algebraic trajectory in Rd , the total number of events in the tournament tree is O(n2s+2 (n) log n), where 2s+2 (n) is the maximum length of a Davenport-Schinzel sequence with parameter 2s + 21 .
This roughly quadratic bound shows that our structure is
ecient, since the closest pair can itself change a quadratic
number of times. Note also that a point q can be a candidate for2d many points but it can be in a candidate pair
with only 2 other points. This is what makes the above
distance tournament a local KDS in terms of the original
data (the MDRS trees are local as seen in the previous section).
Theorem 5 The kinetic data structure for the closest pair
problem is responsive, ecient, compact, and local.

3.2 Kinetic data structure for the closest pair
We now show how to maintain the candidate pairs with
several kinetized MDRS trees. With the addition of a kinetic
tournament BGH97] on the distances dened by these pairs,
we will have a KDS dfor the closest pair.
For each of the 2 diagonal vectors , we build a kinetic
MDRS tree T for S with the -orthant as the dmodel cone
and with a weight function f that returns the 2 ; 1 points
of smallest -ordinate in the range (as in Section 2.1). With
the help of this MDRS tree, the (at most) 2d -candidate
points of any point p can be found in time O(2d logd n), as
they are simply f (S \ orth (p)). Similarly, we can decide in
the same amount of time whether a point q is a -candidate
point of p or not.
Using these facts, we immediately obtain a static algorithm to compute the closest pair in time O(n logd n) by
rst constructing the (static) multidimensional trees, then
searching for all candidate points of each point in each orthant, and nally by nding the minimum distance amongst
all candidate pairs. The two points realizing this distance
are the closest pair by Lemma 2.
Furthermore, by the result of Section 2.1, we can maintain all search trees when the points are moving, as well as,
for each point of S , the list of its candidate points along each
diagonal vector. We will now have d range orderings (each
one shared by several MDRS trees), and 2d weight orderings
(one for each diagonal vector).
If we were to throw into a tournament tree all pairs (p q)
such that q is a candidate point of p, the structure wouldn't
be local, as a single point can be the candidate point of
arbitrarily many points. This is the reason why the notion
of candidate pair was introduced, as each point appears in at
most 22d candidate pairs. Hence, in addition to the normal
behavior of the MDRS trees, we need to be able to maintain
the set of candidate pairs.
Lemma 3 A pair (p q) can become or cease to be a candidate pair only at times
when the ordering of p or q changes
in one of the d + 2d (range or weight) orderings.
Proof. Omitted.
2
Therefore, in addition to maintaining the MDRS trees,
we can proceed as follows to maintain the set of candidate
pairs. Let p and q be the points involved in an event there
are two cases.
The ordering of p, q along one of the axes changes.
In this case, let us assume that q moves from the 1 orthant of p to the 2 -orthant (1 , 2 dier by only
one coordinate), and oppositely for q. The dierence
between the set of 1 -candidate points of p before and
after the exchange can be computed by two queries on
the MDRS tree for 1 immediately before and after
updating it. If a point r disappears from the list of 1
candidate points, the pair (p r) is removed from the
list of candidate pairs (if it was in before). If r appears
in this list, we can check whether p is a ;1 candidate
point for r, and add (p r) to the list of candidate pairs,
if needed. The other three orthants where something
happens can be handled similarly.
The ordering of p q changes along a diagonal . Let
us assume that p passes above q along . In this case,
we rst update the MDRS tree. Then, for each point r
such that (q r) is a -candidate pair, we check whether
q is still a ;-candidate point of r. Finally, we check

3.3 Dynamic simulation of moving balls
An interesting dynamic simulation problem is that of simulating the motion of rigid bodies under a physical model.
Here, we will describe an application of the above data structure to simulating the motion of balls. In our model, there
are moving balls in a bounding volume. Each ball moves
in a xed algebraic trajectory until it hits the boundary, or
collides with another ball. Collisions are assumed to be perfectly elastic, or to obey some other standard physical law.
Our task is to simulate the motion of balls for a given initial
set of motions.
We can, of course, compute the time when a pair of balls
may collide, or when a ball hits the boundary and put those
events into a global queue. Once a collision happens, we can
recompute all the2 events for the balls involved. However,
this asks for (n ) event space and (n) update time per
event. But observe that just before two balls collide, they
must be the closest pair | so it is enough to worry about
collision among the closest pair of balls. For the balls with
the same radius, the previous kinetic data structure for the
closest pair solves the problem, when applied to the centers
of the balls | the closest pair of the centers corresponds to
the closest pair of balls. If we add the following two types
of events
the two closest balls collide, and
a ball hits the boundary,
then we can use the previous structure to continue the simulation.
When a collision happens, we update all the certicates
related to the two colliding balls (or the ball colliding with
1 T hefunction
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2s+2

(n) is nearly linear in n for any xed s.

the wall). Because of the locality of the data structure, this
can be done eciently. In addition, the data structure takes
roughly linear space.
Note that this approach does not work for balls with
dierent radii because we can no longer just maintain the
closest pair of centers. However, if the balls are of roughly
similar size, say so that rmax =rmin  , where rmax  rmin
are the maximum and minimum radius of any ball, respectively, then the
MDRS tree technique can be adapted, by
keeping (2 )d candidates points for each center in each orthant. A similar packing lemma holds and we can show:
Lemma 6 In a set of n balls where the maximum radius is
times the minimum radius, the closest pair is one of the
22d d n candidate pairs.
Proof. Omitted.
2
By using the same data structure, the moving balls with
dierent but roughly similar radii can be simulated kinetically. More details will be given elsewhere.

In section 4.2, we will show that in d dimensions, for
any , there exists a centrally symmetric
set of -well-spaced
vectors that has cardinality O(1= d;1 ). Such a set denes a
polyhedral metric V , with V (p q) = max~v2V (p~ ; ~q)~v. Intuitively, the well-spaced properties ensure that (1) the V
metric is a good approximation of the L2 norm, (2) the function V can be computed eciently with a multidimensional
range searching technique, and (3) the V -MST can be built
eciently with a range searching technique as well.
Lemma 7 For any > 0, there exists
a set V of d dimensional unit vectors, with jVj = O( ;(d;1)=2 ) such that, for
all p q 2 Rd ,
~ ; ~qk  (1 + ) V (p q)
V (p q )  kp
where dV is the polyhedral metric induced by V .

4 Maintaining the MST of Moving Points
The Euclidean minimum spanning tree (EMST or L2 -MST)
of a set S of n points in Rd is a spanning tree with minimum total edge length, where an edge length is dened by
the Euclidean distance between its endpoints. We will also
be interested in MSTs dened by the L1 and L1 metrics,
and more general polyhedral metrics as well. Given a distance function , we dene the -MST to be the minimum
spanning tree according to that distance.
For a constant > 0, we say that a spanning tree is
a (1 + )-EMST if its total edge length is within a factor
of (1 + ) of the length of the true EMST. In this section,
we will give kinetic data structures maintaining exact MSTs
for certain polyhedral metrics and a (1 + )-EMST. We rst
focus on the structural results needed to approximate the
EMST using several MDRS tree auxiliary structures.

~v(p~ ; ~q)  kp~ ; ~qk cos
Since cos  1 ; 2 =2 for small , we have
(p~ ; ~q)~v  kp~ ; ~qk cos
 (1 ; =2)kp
~ ; ~qk :
By the denition of V , we have kp~ ; ~qk  (1 + ) V (p q).
In addition, as each vector in V is a unit vector, we have
~ ; ~qk.
2
V (p q )  kp

Proof. Let = 1=2 and let V be a corresponding set of
-well-spaced vectors, which has the required cardinality by
Lemma 11. By Property 1 there exists ~v 2 V such that

In the rest of this paper, we denote by Vd the set of wellspaced vectors of Lemma 7, and by  the distance function
induced by this set.
Lemma 8 For any set S in Rd , the  -MST of S is a (1+ )EMST of S .
Proof. 0Let T1 be the EMST of S and T2 be its  -MST. Let
c(T ), c (T ) to be the total edge length of a tree T under the
L02 and 0 metric, respectively. Then, as T2 is a  -MST,
c (T2 )  c (T1 ). By Lemma 7, we have
c(T2 )  (1 + )c0 (T2 )  (1 + )c0 (T1 )  (1 + )c0 (T1 ) :
i.e., T2 is within (1 + ) of the EMST in the L2 norm. 2
Hence, the (1+ )-EMST problem in Rd can be converted
into the MST problem in the  metric. To compute the  MST, as most ecient geometric MST algorithms do, we
rst construct a sparse graph on S which is guaranteed to
contain all  -MST edges and then extract the MST from it
by standard graph MST algorithms. Here, the sparse graph
we are going to use is a variation on the nearest geographic
neighbor graph Yao82], also called the local nearest neighbor
graph (LNNG) KTI95].
As in the case of the closest pair, we say that, for a given
v 2 Vd , point q is a v-candidate point of p if q is the point
of smallest v-ordinate in the Voronoi cone of v translated to
have its apex at p. Two points p q form a candidate pair if
they
are candidate points of each other for some vectors in
Vd . We dene our LNNG to be the set of candidate pairs.
With an argument similar to that in Yao82], we have:
Lemma 9 The ;-MST
of S is a subgraph of the LNNG.
The latter has O( (d;1)=2 n) edges.

4.1 Approximating the EMST by a polyhedral MST
To approximate the L2 distance between two points we can
project the points onto a line and measure the distance between their projections. If we choose suciently many and
`well-spaced' lines, we can make such an approximation arbitrarily good, as stated in the following lemma. This idea,
which was also used by Vaidya Vai84], is the basis of our
method for approximating the Euclidean distance by a certain polyhedral metric and thus the EMST by a polyhedral
MST. Similar constructions were employed in AMS92] for
the maximum spanning tree problem. However, the technical development given here is dierent.
In the following, for a point p 2 Rd , we denote p~ to be the
vector from the origin to p. For any given , 0 < < , we
say that a set of unit vectors V is -well-spaced if it satises
the following properties:
Property 1 For any vector p~ 2 Rd , there exists ~v 2 V such
that the angle between ~p and ~v is no more than , i.e.
~vp~  kp~k cos , where kp~k is the L2 norm of p~.
Property 2 The Voronoi cone F~v of ~v 2 V , dened by
fp
~ j 8~r 2 V  p~~v  p~~rg, is the intersection of a constant
number (dependent on d) of halfspaces.
Property 3 For any p~ q~ 2 F~v , let ~r = p~ ; ~q, then
max~v2V (~r~v) < max (p~~v ~q~v).
5

Proof. (By contradiction) Suppose T is the  -MST of S and
edge pq is in T but not in LNNG. Assumed also that q is not
a candidate point of p. As fF~v j ~v 2 V g is a partition of
the whole space, there exists ~v 2 Vd such that q 2 p~ + F~v .
By the assumption that q is not a candidate point of p, there
is another point r 2 p~ + F~v such that (~r ; ~p)~v  (~q ; p~)~v.
By Property 3,

3. For any vector ~v 2 V , the number of vectors in V whose
angle with ~v is less than 2 arcsin (c=n), is bounded by
a constant.
For any given , we claim that V is a well spaced vector
set for some n = O(1= ). Indeed, Property 1 is ensured by
facts 1 and 2 of Lemma 11, plus the fact that sin  for
small . Again by Lemma 11, we know that, for ~v 2 V , any
vector in its Voronoi cone has an angle with ~v that is less
than arcsin (c=n). Thus, if ~u 2 V has an angle with ~v that is
larger than 2 arcsin(c=n), the Voronoi cones of ~u and ~v can't
share any plane. By fact 3 of Lemma 11, the complexity
of each Voronoi cone is bounded by a constant. Therefore,
Property 2 follows also. Property 3 is ensured by the fact
that each cone is narrow enough, as argued in Yao82].
Thus, for any given , we can construct a well spaced
vector set in three dimensions. The well spaced vector set
in higher dimensions can be constructed in exactly the same
way with a partitioning of the faces of the d dimensional
hypercube (each one is a d ; 1 dimensional hypercube). The
bounds still follow after some simple calculations, which are
omitted here. Alas, the hidden constants are exponential in
the dimension.

max ((~q ; ~r)~v)  max ((~q ; ~p)~v (~r ; p~)~v) :

~v2Vd

Because both q and r are in p~ + F~v , by the denition of  ,
we have
 (q r) < max (  (p r)  (p q )) =  (p q ) :
Now, delete the edge pq from T , disconnecting T into two
parts T1  T2 . Suppose p is in T1 and q in T2 . If r lies in T1 ,
then we connect T1 ,T2 by adding q r. Otherwise, we connect
by adding p r. Either way, we will get another spanning tree
of S , but with smaller total edge lengths, contradicting with
that T is the  -MST of S . Thus, any edge of T must be in
LNNG. The bound on the number of edges in LNNG follows
immediately from the bound on the total number of cones
in our construction.
2
Hence, to construct the  -MST, we rst build the LNNG,
then nd the MST of the LNNG by either a slightly superlinear deterministic algorithm ( GGST86]) or a linear randomized algorithm( KKT95]). Once again, the LNNG can be
found by the multidimensional range search technique. In
order to perform a d dimensional range search, we triangulate each Voronoi cone in constant time into a constant number of sub-cones (Property 2), bounded by d hyperplanes.
All the LNNG edges can then be detected for each sub-cone
in F~v , by building one MDRS tree with ~v as the weight direction and querying each point in each of O( ;(d;1)=2 ) MDRS
trees.
Theorem 10 The  -MST (which is also a (1 + ) EMST)
can be found in time O( ;(d;1)=2 n logd;1 n).
Proof. This follows from the above analysis and the complexity bounds for a static multidimensional range search
tree.
2

4.3 Maintaining a (1 + )-EMST of moving points
In this section, we kinetize the data structure of Theorem 10.
By Lemma 9, in order to maintain the (1 + )-EMST, two
structures are needed. One is used to maintain the local
nearest neighbor graph LNNG. The other is used to maintain the MST of a graph under dynamic operations such as
insertion and deletion of edges, as well as under continuous
changes of the edge lengths involved.
To maintain the LNNG, we use our kinetized multidimensional range search tree. We construct an MDRS tree
for each weight function and each sub-cone as in Section 2.1.
These multidimensional search trees can be maintained kinetically as shown in Section 2.2. Moreover, with this data
structure, the LNNG (i.e. the set of candidate pairs) can
be maintained as in Section 3. Once again, it is the use of
candidate pairs instead of candidate points which makes the
structure local.
The MST of a graph is completely determined by the
ordering of the edges by lengths. Thus, our kinetic data
structure will maintain a list of edges ordered by length, and
an event queue based on the associated kinetic certicates.
There are three types of events that need to be processed in
order to maintain the MST of the LNNG,
1. the insertion of an edge,
2. the deletion of an edge, and
3. the change of order between two LNNG edges in the
length-ordered edge list.
The former two events are caused by the dynamic changes
in the LNNG. We could handle them with the help of any
fully dynamic MST algorithm, but such heavy machinery is
unnecessary. As a range ordering event doesn't change the
ordering of all pairwise distance, it cannot change the structure of the MST. Therefore, the deletion of an MST edge
(p q) can only happen in the following model situation: the
point q was the v-candidate point of p for some v. Suddenly,
the v-ordinate of q becomes greater than the v ordinate of a
point r that also belongs to the Voronoi cone p~ + F~v . In this
case, an argument similar to the proof of Lemma 9 shows
that (p r) is the new MST edge that replaces (p q), and this

4.2 Construction of well spaced vectors
In this section, we construct a set of well-spaced vectors as
dened in Section 4.1. We simply outline the construction
in three dimensions and give indications for its extension to
higher dimensions.
p
Consider a cube with side length 2 3=3 (small enough
so that it ts in the unit sphere) centered at the origin.
Partition each of its faces, which are two-dimensional cubes,
into a regular n n mesh of patches. Dene the center vector
of a patch to be the vector directed from the origin to the
center of the patch. We form a vector set V by normalizing
to unit length the center vector of each patch.
It is easy to verify the following facts:
Lemma 11 With the above construction,
1. jVj = O(n2 ).
2. For any vector ~v whose projection on the cube lies in
patch s, the angle between ~v and center vector of s is
less than arcsin (c=n) for some constant c.
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5 Conclusion and open problems
In this paper, we solved a number of classical proximity
problems in the new kinetic setting of BGH97]. We showed
how to maintain a multidimensional range search tree, and
how to use it to maintain the closest pair and an approximation of the minimum spanning tree of moving points.
In BDIZ], an alternate probabilistic setting for judging
the eciency of kinetic data structures was proposed. In
this setting, one computes the expected number of events
processed when a kinetic data structure is run on points
drawn independently at random from some prescribed distribution. It is easy to see that our KDS for the closest pair
behaves
very poorly according to this measure (it processes
(n2 ) events in expectation). Can it be modied to process
less events in expectation?
The results for the minimum spanning tree are very preliminary, especially as far as eciency is concerned. A difculty here is that tight bounds are still unknown for the
number of changes of the MST itself for any type of metric. Even for a xed (and even planar) graph with variable edge lengths the problem of kinetically maintaining an
MST eciently seems quite interesting. Finally, a kinetic
data structure that can maintain the exact EMST in a responsive, compact, and local manner would also be highly
desirable.

is also the only case where an edge becomes part of the MST
as soon as it is inserted.
If we encounter an event of the third type, this is a signal
that the MST may need to be changed. More precisely, if
edge e1 was shorter than edge e2 just before they interchange
order, this event changes the structure of the MST if and
only if, just before this event, (1) e1 is an MST edge, (2) e2 is
not an MST edge, and (3) e1 is on the MST path connecting
the two endpoints of e2 . This last condition can be detected
and maintained within O(log n) time per operation using
the link-cut tree data structure of ST83].
Thus, we have a kinetic data structure to maintain the
(1 + )-EMST. The performance of this data structure is
analyzed and summarized as follows.
Number of internal events There are two types of events.
One is caused by a change in (one of) the MDRS
trees and the other is caused by the exchange in the
length order of two edges in LNNG. The number of
events of the rst and second type is O( ;(d;1)=2 n2 ),
because we have O( ;(d;1)=2 ) linear orderings. To
bound the number of events of the second type, as in
KTI95], we divide the MST history into O(n) stages
with each stage having O( ;(d;1)=2 n) insertions and
deletions of edges. Thus, within each stage, there are
at most O( ;(d;1)=2 n) edges which ever appear. In
addition, for each pair of edges, they can exchange
their orders by at most O(1) times for constant degree algebraic point motions. Thus there are at most
O(( ;(d;1)=2 n)2 ) = O( ;(d;1) n2 ) events of third type
in each stage. The total is O( ;(d;1) n3 ).
Compactness Obviously, the
space needed to store all the
data structures is O( ;(d;1)=2 n logd;1 n). Therefore,
our structure is compact.
Locality The structure is also clearly local.
Responsiveness Those events caused
by maintaining the
LNNG can be handled in O(logd n) time. Those caused
by maintaining the MST can be handled in O(log n)
time.
According to above analysis, we have:
Theorem 12 The above data structure maintains a (1 +
)-EMST of moving points. If the points follow algebraic
trajectories of xed degree, there are O( ;(d;1) n3 ) events.
For each
event, the structure can be updated within time
O(logd n). This KDS is compact, local and responsive.
As mentioned in the introduction, we do not know if the
above KDS for the MST is ecient. In any xed dimension,
it is known that the actual number of combinatorial changes
to the real EMST for linearly moving points is O(n3 2(n) )
KTI95], but it is not known whether this bound is tight.
Since the (1 + )-EMST is not uniquely dened, the number
of combinatorial changes it undergoes has not been studied.
The kinetic data structure shown here can also be used to
maintain exact MSTs under polyhedral metrics(for example,
L1 or L1 ). It is known that for linear motions the L1 - and
L1 -MSTs undergo O(n5=2 (n)) changes KTI95]. Thus our
structure is not as ecient as possible even in this case.
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